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Abstract

ADel Pezzo sllrface X over C is either a projcctive plane p'J 01' a
quadric Q 01' a blow up of t, t < 9, gCllcric points in p'J. Let): bc a
topological vcctor blludle on X with rk:F = T, Cl (F) = CI, C2 (F) = C2

and hence with the discriminant

1 ( T - 1 )L1:F = - C2 - --ci .
r 2r

In this paper we show that sufficient conditions for the existence of
an Hermite-Einsteill rnetric in :F can bc obtailled via an illcquality on
thc discriIninant of F. Natnely if b2 (X) ~ 3 tohen

*The research described in the paper was partially supported by INTAS grant.
t also Independent University of Moscow anel Institute for System Analysis, Russian

Academy of Science, 1\.1oscow.
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is the sufficient condition and if 4 ::::; lJ2 (X) ::::; 7 thon thc condition

" > (b2 - 1)(b2 - 2) h' b - b (X)
Wo;: _ 2 ' w eIe 2 - 2 1

is sufficient for the existence of a.n Hennitc-Einstcin nlCtric in F.

1 Introduction

VVe consider vector bundles on a 2-dimellsiona.l COlllpact complex Inanifold
X which is aDel Pezzo surfacc. DeI Pczzo sllrfaccs are algebraic and thcir
classification over C is weil known. A Dei Pezzo stIrface J\ over C is either
a projective plane p2 or a quadric Q or a blow up t gencric points in p2
where t < 9 .

The question of the existence of an I-Iermite-Einstein metric in a topo
logical vector bundle F over X that wc are dealing with can tao be re
fonnulated as algebraic. By thc farnous Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence
theoreIn ([LT]) the existence of such a Inetric in F is equivalent to the exis
tence of a stable algebraic vector bundle struc..:ture in F, or to the existence
of an algebraic stable vector bundle F such that its rank and Chern classes
coincide with those of F.

\,Ve will deal with thc question in the latter fonn anel whence our task
is to determinc weither it is a stable bUlldle F aIllong algebraic bundles on
X with given rank r anel Chern classes Cl, C2 ( with given ehern datuIll
in the tcrminology of [R2]). vVe consider here thc stability defined by the
anticanonical eIllbeclding.

We need to mention that as thc stability considerations preSUlne that
there is chosen an cInbedcling of X ill a projective space so in order to define
an Hennite-Einstein Inetric in a vector bllndle olle has to choose a metric on
a base X first. Given a projective embeelding Olle call incluce the metric from
the Fubini-Study Inetric of the projectic space anel exactly this proccdure is
used in the Kobayashi-Hitchin corresponelcnce.

The question about stable bundles with given ehern data has been solved
cOIllpletely for X = p2 in a seminal paper [DL]. Undcr additional condition
.6. =j:. 1/2 it was also solved for X = Q a quadric surface in [R1 , R2] and for
X = P~l> (a blow up of one point) in [R2].

It was establishecl in [R2] that in order to obtain a stable vector bundle
with a required topological invariants on aDel Pezzo surfacc it is sufficient to
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constrllct an exceptional system with a ccrtain sct of properties. Vve follow
this approach herc. The study of the properties of exeeptional systems on X
will be the main content of this papeL l

Let us fix SOIne notations. As llsual PicX is thc Picard group of line
bundles which is the same as the Neron-Severi grollp for aDel Pezzo surface.
The first Chern dass provide an isomorphism

of Pie X onto thc subgroup of algebrie classes in H2 (X, Z). The latter sub
group is also idcntified with the divisor class group by Ineans of Poincare
duality. Thc intersection pairing for divisors corresponcls to the mliltipliea
tion of eohomology classes as soon as we identify H4(X, Z) with Z. This
iclentification also permit us to treat thc second Chern dasses as integer
nllmbers.

By!(x we denote the canonical class of X that Ineans the divisor cIass of
the eanonicalline bundlc on X which is the satne as thc bunelle of eomplex
holomorphic differential 2-forms of X.

Wc keep also the following notations [roln [H.2]:

Mx = Z x Cl X x Z,

Mt = N x Cl X x Z.

X(A, B) = L(_l)i dirn Exti(A, B),

rF = r(F) = rkF,

Cl (F) r

VF = r(F) E Cl X (9 Q,

IL(F) = v(F) . (-](x),

(
1 2) 1pp = p(F) = 2"ci - C2 (F) E 2"Z,

IThe author would like tü express his gratitudc to rvIax-Planck-Institute für the stim
ulating atmosphere and güspitality.
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!:J. F = (~(C2 - T - 1C?)) (F).
r 27'

An element c = (1', CI , C2) E Mx is saicl ta bc thc Chern datulu far a vectar
bundle ar far an algebraic caherent sheaf F when l' = rk(F), Ci = Ci(F)
with the carresponcling notation:

It is convenient to consider the Chern clata set Mx as an abelian group in a
way that

This results for a Dei Pczzo surface in an iSOI110rphism

Mx = Ko(X)

where Ko(X) is the Grothcndicck group for algcbraic cohcrent sheavcs on X.
It is important ta luention that the functions 1), tl, p, 7f, ß and X depend
only on ehern data of sheaves which are thcir arguments so we consider
thüse functiüns as functions on Mx or on Ko(X) when it is convenient.

The Riemann-Roch theorelu adj usted für shcaves on aDel Pezzo surface
states that:

1
X(A, B) = TATB+"2(-](x) (rAcl (B)-rBc] (A) )+'/~lPB+1'BPA -Cl (A)·Cl (B). (1)

If 1'A i= 0, TB i= 0 thCll this ean be rcwritten:

Let us denote by p = (-](x )/2 and rewrite it ollee luore:

(3)

Thc Serry cluality theorem for shcaves on a SlllOOth surface can be stated
here in a fonn ([DL]):

Exti(A, B)* = Ext2
-
i (B, A 0](x).
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VVc often use it in this form through thc text.

Let us renlind definitions and properties of cxccptional sheaves on X ({G],
[KO], [R1], [R3]).

Definition 1.1 A sheaf E is called exceptional1j Hom(E, E) = k and
Exti(E, E) = 0 fOT i > O.

Thus X(E, E) = 1 anel it implies that

c's = ~ (1 - r(~J2) in particular 0 < C,F < 1/2.

Let Exx denotcs thc set of Chern clata for exceptional vector bundles
(locally free cxceptional sheavcs) on X. Clearly Exx CMt.

It is weH known that if c E Mt anel ~(c) < 1/2 thCIl a stable vector bunelle
F with Chd(F) = c exists if and only if C E Ex);.

For C E Mt with ~(c) 2:: 1/2 a Illore complicated necessary condition for
thc existence of a stable F, Chd(F) = c, is known ([OLL [R1], [R2]). It
was called DL-condition in [Rl]. vVc rcnünd it below adcling the condition
~ > 1/2 because the case when 6. = 1/2 is lllOfC subtlc and we do not
consider it hefe.

Definition 1.2 An element c E Mt is said to satisfy DL-condition ij:

1. X(c, e) ~ 0 fOT any e E Exx such that r(e) < l'(c) and

Jl(c) 2:: 11 ( e) 2:: /1, (c) - !(} ,

2. ß(c) > ~.

Proposition 1.3 11 ß(c) 2:: 1 then DL-condition is valid fOT c.

Praaf By thc Rielnann-Roch theorcln (3)

(4)

1 (v - p)2 p2
- X(C, e) = e,e - - + 1 - ~(c) - ß(e). (5)
Tere 2 2
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It is possible to write Ve,e = ap + ,,\ where ,,\ . p = O. This inlplies

21 2 !()(
lJe,e . P = "2(tt(c) - p,(c)) = a p = a4'

On the other hand (4) shows that

o~ p,(c) - lJ,(e) ~ !(i.

Hence 0 ~ a ~ 2 01' !a - I! ~ 1. Now).2 ~ 0 by the Hodge index theorelIl
anel thus

(Ve,e - p) 2 = (a - 1)2 p2 + ).2 ~ (a - 1) p2 ~ p2.

This permit 11S to conelude that

1 p2 p2
-X(c, c) ~ -2 - -2 + 1 - ~(c) - ~(e) ~ -~(e) ~ O. 0
rere

It was shown that DL-condition is also sufficient when X = p2 ([DL]) ,
X = Q ([RI], [R2]) , 01' X = P~l> ([R2]). \~Te have to Inention that thc
results of these papers are formulated as conditions for the existence of a
stable sheaf but the proofs permit one to conclude that if r > 1 then it exists
not only a stable sheaf but a stable vector bunclle [01' the sarne ehern datum.

If r = 1 then the situation is different. Thc only rank 1 vcctor bundles are
line bundles alld thcir discriminants are cqual to O. For rank 1 anel a positive
discriminant one can have a stable shcaf but not a stable vector bundle.

Thus we havc got a corollary.

Corollary 1.4 Suppose that X = p2, Q 07' P;l> anti that the metne on
X is induced by the antieanonieal embedding. Let:F bc a topologieal veetor
bundle on )(. 11 rk:F > 1 and ~:F 2:: 1 then therc exists an Hermite-Einstein
metrie in :F.

Here is the main result of the paper.

Theorem 1.1 Let X be a eomplex stujaee whieh is made by blowing up t,
2 ~ t :S 6, generic points in p2 and let it be provided with ametrie indueed
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by the anticanonical projective embedding. Suppose:F is a topological vector
bundle on X with rk F > 1 and

A t(t - 1)
u:F> .- 2

Then it exists an Hermite-Einstein rnetric in F.

Clearly one can reformulate the restrietions on the type on DeI Pezzo surfaces
in the theorem anel the corollary as incqualitics Oll the sccond Betti numbcr
b2(X). It is b2 (X) ::; 2 for the corollary anel 3 :::; b2(X) :::; 7 for the theorem.
Of course t = b2(X) - 1.

The proof of thc theorem depenels on thc results frolll [R2] that connect
thc existence of stable sheaves with thc construction of cxceptional systems
on X satisfing certain properties. \~Te will start thc next section with thc
rClninding of the definitions anel the properties.

2 Exceptional systems

Definition 2.1 The system of sheaves E01 ••• 1 Em is called exceptional sys
tem if the sheaves Ei are exceptional and for any i < j and all q

An exceptional systern on X is called cornplete ij its image in the Grothendieck
group Ko(X) PTovides a Z -base for the g7'OUp.

Let us denotc by I the orelered set [0, ... , 711,] of the indices of the system
in question.

Thc papers [KO], [R3] are gooel refercnces for results on exccptional sys
tCIns on DeI Pezzo surfaces. In particular for our surface ./\ an exceptional
system Eo, ... ,Em is complete if anel only if 771 = t + 2.

Given an element c E Ko(X) we call writc

C = Lni [Ei]
iE!

7
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One can express thc coordinates ni with the help of a "elual exceptional
system" where we have to distinguish betweell the left and right duals and
pennit for 11 the signs {cd to appeal' in the picture" .

Definition 2.2 The exceptional systeln E:n, ... ,Eh is called left dual to the
system E Ol ..• 1 E m if

X(Ej, Ei) = 6ij Ci (7)

where Ci = +1, -1. Then the coordinates {ni} in (6) are given by the form 11.1a:

ni = Ci X(E: 1 C)

It is known ([G], (KO]) that for an exceptional systeln on aDel Pezzo surface
the Ieft dual system always exits and it is uniquclly defined together with its
signs by the initial systerTI.

Let us fix the notations L il •. '1 L t for the divisors that are preimages of
thc blown up points and the notation H for the divisor class whieh is equal
to the preimage of a generie line in p2.

Elements LI, ... , L t , H constitute a Z-base 1'01' Cl X anel their intersection
nurnbers are as folIows:

H . H = 1, H . Li = 0,
Li . Li = -1, Li' Lj = O.

As llsual wc denote by CJ(D) a lille bnndle with the first Chern dass (or
a divisor dass) D.

Lemma 2.3 The system

where m = t + 2, is a complete exceptio7tal sY8tcm on X.

V\fe leave it to the reader to prove the lelnma.

We would like to find the left dual for this system. Let CJ(n)Li denote
the sheaf which is trivial outside Li and coincides with a line bUIldle O(n) on
Li. Also let us fix the notation T(D) for the preitnagc auto X of the tangent
vcctor bundle on p2 twisted by a line bUlldle on J\ with the first Chern dass
D.
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Lemma 2.4 The system

(9)

is the left dual system to (8) and the corresponding signs are

Cm = +1, Cm-l = -1, Ct = +1, ... ,Ct = +1, co = +1.

We would like also leave this as an exercisc to thc reader. Let us mention
that thc paper [G] contains tbe general rule for constructing thc dual systellls
on DeI Pezzo surfaces.

Suppose it is given an element C E MI. Accol'ding to Theorem 7.1 from
[R2] in order to get a stable vector bundlc F with Chd(F) = c we have to
fix an expression of -1<x as a sum of lines

-Kx=~P!i (10)

anel to find a cOlnplete exceptional systenl Eo, •.. , Em of vector bundles to
gethcr with tbc decomposition of its indices in two sllbsets I = /- U /+
satisfying thc following properties.

GIs sheaves llom(Ei , E j ) for i E /- allel j E /+ are generated by global
sections.

Hm Extq(Ei , E j ) = 0 far i < j anel q # O.

Rl Ext1(Ei , Ej ( -P)) = 0 for i E /- and j E 1+ anel for any line P = Ps
from (10).

R2 Ext2 (Ei1 Ej ( -P)) = 0 for either i, j E J- 01' i, j E 1+ anel for any line
p = p.~ fronl (10).

Iq The coordinates Ci x(EL c) of c are ~ 0 for i E 1+ anel ::; 0 for i E 1-.

Then F cao be canstructed via an exact sequellce:

o---+ EB IniIEi ~ EB Ini IEi ---+ F ---+ 0
iE/- iE/+
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where <I> has to be a generic morphisIll of the buuclles (anel this way one can
get a versal faIllily for such F).

\,Ve know that for surfaces under consideration - ](x = 3H - Ek=l,.,.,t Lk

and H, H - L p , H - L p1 - L p2 are lilles. As t ::; 6 in our case so we can
choose the decolnposition (10) using only the lines of the above mentioned
type. Let us fix one for thc foHowing.

Now we are ready to start thc proof of TheorCIn 1.1.
PraoE oE Tl1corenl 1.1. V\That we are to da is to provide for any element c

[rolll the theorCIll an cxceptional systelll and sets /+, /- such that the above
conditions are satisfied. Let us Inentiou that the first foul' conditions GIs ,
Hm, Rl, and R2 da not clepcnd on c so it is practical to check them first.

Proposition 2.5 For any divisor D the systern Eo(D), ... ,Ern(D), where
Eo, ... ,Ern is defined by (8), satisfies Gls , Hm, R1, and R2 for the cases:

(a): j- = {O, 1, , t}, /+ = {m - 1, m};

(b): j- = {O, 1, , t, m - I}, j+ = {'m}.

Proof Bccause of equalitics

tlom(A(D), B(D))
Extq(A(D), B(D))

= tlo7n(A, B),
= Extq(A, B) (11)

nothing depends on D and we can supposc that D = O.
The condition GIs is obviously valid and the rest depends on computa

tions of COhoIllologies. It is weH known that for vector blludles:

hence for Hm we are to check that shcaves

have trivial lligher cohomologies. SiInilarly in order to check Rl one needs
to prove triviality of 1-cohomologies for line bundles

O(H - P), O(2H - P), O(H - Li - P), O(2H - Li - P),
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anel the triviality of 2-cohomologies for sheavcs

O(Li - P), O( -Li - P),
O(H-P), O(-H-P),

O(H-Li-P),O(-H+Li-P)

have to be proved for R2.
The task is relati vely easy &'3 these are the cohomololies of line bundles.

\Ve lcave it to the reader to Inake thc cOInputations with thc help of the
following lemmas.

Lemma 2.6 (a). Let A = (-pH+LaiLi) and p > 0 then JtJ(X, O(A)) = O.
(b). Let B = (_pI H + LaiLi) and p' ::; 2 then H2 (JY, O(B)) = O.

Lemma 2.7 Let L = Li.
(a). 11 A· L ~ 0 and H1(JY, O(A)) = 0 then

H1(X, O(A + L)) = O.

(b). 1/ B . L < 0 and H1 (X, O(B)) = 0 then

H1(X, O(B - L)) = O.

(c). 1/ B . L = 0, H1(X, O(B)) = 0, and the restr'iction induces an epimor
phism JtJ(X, O(B)) --+ JtJ(L, 0) then

H1(X, V(B - L)) = O.

ProoE oE tlle lCllln18s. Lelnma 2.6.(a) follows frmn the fact that H has no
fixed components anel the intersection

(-pH + LaiLi) . H =-p

is negative. Lemlna 2.6.(b) follows frolll LelllIna 2.G.(a) allel thc Serre duality.
All thc statmnents of Lmnma 2.7 arc consequcnces of the long exact se

quence of COholnologies for the restrietion exact scquencc of shehaves

o--t O(-L) --t 0 --t VI., --t 0

tensored either by O(A + L) 01' by O(B). 0

110re difficult is thc proving of thc last propcrty Iq. It will be done
through thc nest section.
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3 Geometry of inequalities

We have to prove the statement Iq for the systenl that is the shift by D of
the one definecl by (8). Clcarly the left dual systcln to Eo(D), ... ,Em(D) is
also thc shift by D of the dual to the initial system (one Cl-'L1l easHy conclude
this [raIn (11) ).

Hence wc neeel to provc that givcn c froHl thc theorcln onc can find D
such that

(12)

where {E:, } and {Ci} are elefined in Lenulla 2.4 anel the sets 1+, j- are either
(a) or (b) frmn Proposition 2.5.

The difference between (a) and (b) cases mnounts to a 1110ve of an index
1n - 1 from 1+ to j- tbus to a change of thc one of thc inequalities to tbe
apposite. Because we havc to unite thc solutions of these sets of inequalities,
we can combine theIn instcad as the following:

ciX(E:(D),c) = Ci X(E:, c(-D)) 2:0 [ori=m,

Ci x(E:(D), c) = Ci X(E:, c( -D)) ::; 0 for i = t, ... 1 1, O.
(13)

The changing c for c( - D) inftuenccs neithcr rank nor discriminant but
only v(c - D) = v(c) - D. It convenient for HS to llse (T, 1/, ß) as a coordi
nates in Mt. This \Vay we identify Mt with a sllbset in Z x (CIX 0 Q) x Q.
Also wc makc it loore explicit by 111eallS of thc following iSOIl1orphism:

Zx(CIX0Q)xQ = ZXQt+1 xQ

where v E Cl X ® Q is lnappeel to (x, Yl, ,:ud such that

v = xH - y1L\ - - YtLt.

Let us Inention first that

1
r(OLJ = 0, Cl (CJLJ = Li, Jl(CJLJ = 2'

The R,iemann-Roch theorem (1),(3) anel Leuuua 2.4 pennit us to write in
equalities (13) in the following form.
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Lemma 3.1 Let IJ(C) - D - p = (x + 2)H - y1L1 - ... - YtLt and

p2 t - 1
6'(c) = 2(~(c) + 2 - 1) = 2ß(c) - -4-'

Then the inequalities (13) are the Sa1TLe as

2 2 2 ( )x - YI - ... - Yt ~ 6' C

(14)

(x - 1)2 - (YI - 1)2 - ... - (Yt - 1)2 ::; 6'(c)

This is just a straight cOIuputation with thc Rienlann-Roch formalas.

Let us denotc the set of solutions für (14) in Qt+ 1 by 8. Of course it
depends on 6' = 6'(c) as weIl as the inequalities do. Now to finish with the
proof of the theorem it is sufficicnt to cstablish thc following proposition.

Proposition 3.2 1/ .6.(c) satisfies the conditions 0/ Theorem 1.1 then

8 + zt+1 = Qt+1.

Obviously it is sufficient to prove the satnc sllbstitllting for S a subset in the
solution set 5, 01' a subset in an integer shift of 8, 01' a unioll of such subsets.

ProoE oE tlw proposition. The crllcial is thc following lClIllna.

Lemma 3.3 Let (al, bd be the positive solution 0/ the equations:

{

X2 - t y2 = 6'
(x - 1)2 - t(y - 1)2 = 6' (15)

and (ao, bo) be the solution with ao > 0 0/ the equations:

{

X2 - t y2 = 6'
y + ~ = O. (16)

Suppose a set M in Qt+l is defined by the inequalities:

{uo - ao ::; Yi - X ::; bi - 0.1 whcre i = 1, ... , t}, (17)

and u = (1,1, ... ,1) E Qt+I. Then

AI C S+Zu

13
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ProoE oE tlle lelIllIUl-. Let us use the notations

Clearly points So, (SI - u), So + U, SI belong to the boundary of S. We can
say even more. Let Bo alld BI be the regions on the boubdary of S defined
as follows:

Bo = S n{x2
- yi - ... - y; = J} n{-1/2 ~ Yi ::; (bI - I)},

BI = Sn {(x _1)2 - (Yl _1)2 - ... - (Yt _1)2 = J} n{+1/2 ~ Yi ~ b1}.

We see that
So E Bo

Bo belongs to the lower part and BI to t.he upper part of the boundary of 5,
and they differ on II a shift by u":

Thc set in between {Bo+ [0,1] u} belongs to S. Hencc we conclude that

Ba + Qn C S + Z u.

But, as !vI is a parallelotop with the opposite vertices So, SI by (17), it is not
elifficult to check, anel we leave it to the reader: that

Me (Bo+ Qu).

So we have got thc lemlna. D

Now all what wc neecl is to evaltlate "t.he size of 1\1[" as it states the lemma
below.

Lemma 3.4 11 (bI - al) - (bo - ao) 2: 1 then 111 + zt+I = Qt+l.

It follows iInlnidiately from (17).

The lemnla below gives us the estiInation that finish es thc proofs of the
proposition allel the theorem.
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Lemma 3.5 (b l - o,d - (bo - 0,0) ;;::: 1 ij and only ij ß(c) ;;::: t(t - 1)/2.

PraoE oE thc lenl1118,. The defining equa.tions (15) for (al, bd are equivalcnt
to:

{
ai - t bi = b

t b1 - 0,1 = t~l.

Thc second equation in (18) can be rewritten as

Let 0,1 = Z + 1/2, then b1 = z/t + 1/2 and we get an equation for z:

(18)

Sinlplifying we carne ta:

whcrc ß = ß(c). So wc have

z J t J2t:..
t - 1

One the ather hand it follows fronl (16) that

(19)

1
bo =-

2

As a result we have got

t-1{6 1 R(bI - ad - (bo- 0,0) = -- - V2ß + - + 2ß + -.
t i-I 2 4

Tbc dcsircd incquality

1 R [y-t-l)- + 2ß + - - V2ß > 1
2 4 t -

15



is equivalent to

J2/::, + ~ > ~ + ({t=""l) ,/2t:,..
4-2 V~

Taking thc second power of the both sieles and we derive the equivalent
inequality

~ 2b. > ((t=""l) V2E".
t -V~

But this is nothing but

A t(t-1)u> .0- 2

4 Remarks

There are other exceptional systclns that satisfy conditions GIs, Hm,
Rl, R2 . For each of thein one can find some subset of c in Mt that satisfy
Iq. But it is difficult to understand wha.t a set in Mt would bc obtained as
a whole.

It is natural to conjecture that just DL-condition is sufficicnt for any DeI
Pezzo surface, or, at least, that b. ~ 1 is sufficient.

There are known results about existence of stable sheaves 01', in other
words, about non-emptiness of Illoduli spaces, for SOlne other surfaces. As
500n as we know, thcy could be refonnulated i1S .6. ~ a but thc number a on
the right hand side usuaIly depends on sOlllething ITIOre than jU5t thc surface.
What special about Dcl Pezzo is that here the right hand side eonstant is
the SaIne for any rank F.

For the oppositc quest ion of elTIptiness of the Inoduli spaee thcre is a
uniform sufficient eondition for any surfaee. lt is b. < 0 the weIl known
Bogomolov inequality.
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